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What is a Watershed?

The Benefits of Healthy Watersheds
Human Health A healthy watershed provides safe drinking water, provides food,
enables us to adapt to the impacts of climate change more easily by cooling
the air and absorbing greenhouse gas emissions, and provides natural
areas for people to keep active and recharge our batteries.
Ecological Health A healthy watershed conserves water, promotes streamflow,
supports sustainable streams, rivers, lakes, and groundwater sources,
enables healthy soil for crops and livestock, and also provides habitat for
wildlife and plants.
Economic Health A healthy watershed produces energy and supplies water for
agriculture, industry and households. Forests and wetlands help to prevent or
reduce costly climate change and flooding impacts, manages drought,
contributes to tourism, fisheries, forestry, agriculture and mining industries.
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Muskoka River Watershed

Water Management then and now
1940 – Hackner-Holden Agreement
“endeavour at all times
to give effective
consideration, within the
chart limits, to the
commission's
requirements for
generation”

2006 – Muskoka River WMP
“The goal of water management
planning is to contribute to the
environmental, social and economic well
being of the people of Ontario through
the sustainable development of
waterpower resources and to manage
these resources in an ecologically
sustainable way for the benefit of
present and future generations”.

Muskoka River Water Management Plan
MRWMP came into affect June, 2006: available on Muskoka WaterWeb:
www.muskokawaterweb.ca
Goal: contribute to the environmental, social and economic well being of
people through the sustainable development of waterpower resources
and to manage these resources in an ecologically sustainable way for
present and future generations;
Achieved through management of water levels and flows as they are
affected or controlled by the operation of both waterpower facilities and
MNRF dams
Waterpower facilities and dams each have an annual operating plan for
flow and level requirements “None of the dams regulating the 23 major
lakes were built for flood control purposes”

Dams and Water Levels
Many of the original dams were constructed in the late 1800’s to early 1900’s:
•
Facilitate the transport of logs to sawmills
•
Hydroelectric generation
•
Aid commercial navigation
 Dams range from large structures with multiple openings requiring frequent visits to
small structures that may not appear to be a water control structure
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Rule Curve / Operating Plan

Green Line: target Operating Level

Yellow Lines: Normal Operating Zone

Red Lines: High/Low Water
Zones (i.e. flood/drought
conditions)

Rule Curve – WMP Objectives
Longer period of higher spring water levels maintains wetlands,
seasonally inundated and littoral areas for fish and wildlife
habitat; provided sustained discharge during the Walleye
spawning and egg incubation period.
Declining summer water levels
provides enhanced downstream flows
during periods of dry weather
Increased fall drawdown reduces
difference between fall and late-winter
levels and promotes Lake Trout to
spawn at lower elevations within
shoals

Reduced winter drawdown
under WMP objectives helps
minimize mortality of Lake Trout
eggs/fry that don’t
hatch/disperse until late
April/early May
Drawdown provides flows for electricity generation
throughout winter and mitigates spring high water
(non-flood) events; can be lowered further based
on watershed conditions; e.g. snow pack water
content and/or weather outlook/trends
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WMP Objectives

How Many Logs to Move
and Where
Desired trend = build rate x 24h rise/fall + or - upstream dam ops
# of stoplogs to remove = weir equation Q = C (L-0.1H) H3/2)
Q=Discharge
C=Coefficient (1.5-1.8 varies based on crest width)
L=Length of Weir (length of stop log inside the gain)
H=Head (height of water over stop log)

Dam Ops = trend vs. desired trend

The Muskoka River Watershed has a
4700km2 Drainage area at Bala

Outlet Size or
bottleneck

All of the water that falls on the watershed
eventually passes through Lake Muskoka at Bala
*(some evaporates)*

Bala Reach
200 CMS (high water)
280 CMS - Flood
Muskoka – Bala Bay
~100CMS (gradient
becomes significant,
head loss at Bala Dams)

Operational Objective
#3) Flood forecasting and warning/
communications - Maintain integrity of MNRF
structures, equitably distribute flood flows where
possible, provide downstream relief when
storage becomes available

#1) Normal Watershed Conditions – maintain the water level as
close to the TOL allowing for some variation from normal rain
events.

#2) Wetter or drier conditions than normal – attempt to
maintain water levels within NOZ but they can be
expected to go above or fall below ‘normal operating
zones’ – attempt to balance lake levels and river flows

MNRF Flood Messages
Provincial messages are
issued by SWMC to
MNRF Districts and
Conservation Authorities
MNRF Districts and
Conservation Authorities
issues local messages
according to local
watershed conditions
Municipalities
First Nations
Local Roads Boards
OPP
Health Unit
Media

MNRF Flood Messages
Watershed Conditions Statement –
Water Safety

Flood Watch

Watershed Conditions Statement –
Flood Outlook

Flood Warning

High Water and Flood Events
•The operation of MNR dams mitigate impacts of high water that occur
at any time of the year but cannot prevent a flood event
•MNRF dams are not designed as flood control structures and have a
finite discharge capacity within a lake’s Normal Operating Zone;
•During spring freshet following winter drawdown, total inflow to a lake
is greater than dam outflow. Lake level and dam outflow will
continue to increase until such time dam outflow matches inflow;
then lake levels crest
•Natural and manmade (e.g. bridge/infilling) constrictions to flows within
rivers and lake outlets can compound high water conditions
•A flood is a natural event that occurs periodically and will continue to
occur
•Frequency or severity of floods (and drought) will increase into the
future due to climate change; adaptation and mitigation important…

Living by Water: Adaptation/Mitigation
• Avoid infilling or building within floodplains along rivers
Protect wetlands
•Build boathouses/docks at an appropriate elevation above normal
summer lake levels “Flood-proof” boathouses; consider portable or
cantilevered docks
• Operate boats in a manner to reduce wake; boat wake significantly
more damaging to shorelines/infrastructure than wind-driven waves

• Follow good shoreline use practices to minimize erosion and
safeguard other values associated with our lakes and rivers!

How are local water managers responding
to the effects of climate change?
•More extreme weather = more frequent and higher magnitude water level and
flow fluctuations
•Timely distribution for watershed messaging will be even more critical
• Working with municipal partners on warning thresholds
• More targeted messaging
•Create awareness of the expected impacts of climate change
•Continue to balance the needs of social, environmental and economic
interests on the watershed through adaptive management approach to
operating dams as outlined in the MRWMP

Thank you!

